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Abstract. We define and study the Finite Leave Problem which abstracts
churn in peer-to-peer networks. In this problem, a process that leaves the system should not disconnect it. We address this problem in the asynchronous
message passing system model. In this model, problem does not have a selfstabilizing solution. To enable the solution we use oracles. We define N IDEC
oracle and prove it to be necessary to solve the finite leave problem. We then
study a particular case of the Finite Leave Problem: Finite Leave with Linearization (topological sort). In this problem, the remaining processes have to
sort themselves in the increasing order of their identifiers. We present a selfstabilizing algorithm that solves this problem using N IDEC. With the help
of other oracles we extend the solution to handle system disconnections and
identifiers that are not present in the system.
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Introduction

Motivation. A peer-to-peer overlay network is formed by nodes, called peers, storing
identifiers of other peers in their memory. The routing is carried out by the underlying network, such as the Internet. So long as such an overlay network is connected,
it can provide effective means of decentralized data storage, exchange and communication. Due to their popularity, the research literature on peer-to-peer networks is
extensive [1–3, 5, 12, 17, 22–24].
The number of participants in a peer-to-peer network on the Internet may grow
to hundreds of thousands and even millions. Moreover, the peer participation in the
network may be brief and transitory [25]. Hence handling continuous node departures
and arrivals, called churn, is fundamental for peer-to-peer system design. In such large
?
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scale systems, churn is compounded by faults and misconfigurations of various and
often unexpected kinds.
Despite the importance of the subject, few studies systematically address robust
churn handling. This is in part due to the complexity of the problem. If a peer leaves,
the messages to this peer are lost and the references to it become invalid. If processing
power of the peers and speed of message propagation between them varies, it is difficult
to design a peer-to-peer algorithm which allows a peer to leave the system without
disconnecting it.
In this paper, we study churn in the context of self-stabilization and consider
churn-tolerant linearization [20] which is a fundamental task for peer-to-peer system
construction. We address it in the asynchronous message passing system model.
Tools. Self-stabilization is a holistic approach to fault tolerance: a self-stabilizing
algorithm is designed to recover from an arbitrary initial state. Thus, regardless of
the nature and extent of the fault or misconfiguration, the system is guaranteed to
return to correct operation once the influence of the fault stops. A number of selfstabilizing peer-to-peer algorithms are proposed [6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 18, 21].
The asynchronous message-passing system is a classic model for exploring the
fundamental properties of algorithms. In such a model, there is no bound on message
propagation delay or on relative process execution speed. This model is well suited to
represent massive peer-to-peer systems on the Internet.
It turns out, it is impossible to design a self-stabilizing program in the asynchronous message-passing system model that solves the Finite Leave Problem. The
reason is that in an arbitrary initial state, the leaving process may not be aware of
other processes either holding its identifier or sending messages to it. The departure
of such a process may disconnect the system. Since the peer-to-peer system is held
together by the peers’ knowledge of each other, once it is disconnected, it is impossible
for the peers to find each other again without outside help.
We circumvent this impossibility through the use of oracles. An oracle is a construct that is itself impossible to implement in an asynchronous system, yet it enables
the solution for a particular problem [8]. In effect, an oracle encapsulates the impossible and shows the bounds of the achievable for the algorithm design.
Related work. Kuhn et al [15] address churn with the idea of stable supernodes
to be maintained by churning peers. In effect, the redundant peers maintain the
stability of the supernodes. Their solution may require a significant number of peers to
maintain system stability. Benter et al [4] consider self-stabilizing solution to churn in
synchronous systems. There are several linearization studies [20, 18, 11]. In particular,
Mohd Nor et al [19] consider peer-to-peer linearization with oracles.
Our contribution. We state the Finite Leave Problem where each process in the
system either has to leave the system or has to stay and form a specified topology.
In particular, the Finite Leave Linearization Problem requires the processes to sort
themselves. We define oracle N IDEC which returns true for a particular process u

if its identifier is not present anywhere in the system and the incoming channel of u
is empty. We prove that this oracle is necessary to solve the Finite Leave Problem.
We then present an algorithm SL which uses N IDEC to solve the Finite Leave
Linearization Problem. We observe that N IDEC is persistent in the sense that once
it evaluates to true for a particular process, it remains in this state regardless of the
actions of the other processes. This enables the programs using N IDEC to remain
correct with low atomicity program actions. We describe how algorithm SL, with the
help from other oracles, can be further extended to handle system disconnections and
identifiers that are not present in the system. We conclude with oracle implementation
details and future research directions.

2

Model and Problem Statement

Peer-to-peer networks. A peer-to-peer overlay network consists of a set of N processes with unique identifiers. We refer to processes and their identifiers interchangeably. Processes may be ordered on the basis of these identifiers. Processes a and b
are consequent, denoted cnsq(a, b), if (∀c : c ∈ N : (c < a) ∨ (b < c)). That is,
two consequent processes do not have an identifier between them. For the sake of
completeness, we assume that −∞ is consequent with the smallest id process in the
system. Similarly, the largest id process is consequent with +∞.
Processes communicate by passing messages through channels. A link is a pair
of identifiers (a, b) defined as follows: either a message carrying identifier b is in the
incoming channel of process a, or process a stores identifier b in its local memory. We
say that a points to b or has a link to b. Note that the link is directed. When we
define a link we always state the pointing node first. We state node that is pointed
to second. The process connectivity graph CP is the graph formed by the links of the
identifiers stored by the processes. A channel connectivity multigraph CC includes
both locally stored and message-based links. Self-loop links are not considered. By
this definition, CP is a subgraph of CC.
A peer-to-peer network is linearized if and only if each process points to its consequent process, i.e. CP forms a bi-directed sorted list. When discussing a linearized
network, processes with identifiers greater than p are to the right of p, while processes
with identifiers smaller than p are to the left of p. That is, we consider processes arranged in the increased order of identifiers from left to right.
Communication model. Each program contains a set of variables and actions. A
channel C is a particular variable type whose values are sets of messages. Channel
message capacity is unbounded. Message loss is not considered. The order of message
receipts does not have to match transmission order. That is, we assume non-FIFO
channels. We treat all messages sent to a particular process as belonging to a single
incoming channel.
An action has the form hlabeli : hguardi −→ hcommandi. label is a name to
differentiate actions. guard can be of several forms. It can detect the presence of
a message in the incoming channel, it can be a predicate over local variables, or it

be just true. In the last case, the corresponding action is timeout. This action is to
be executed periodically by the given process. command is a sequence of statements
assigning new values to the variables of the process or sending messages to other
processes.
Program state is an assignment of a value to every variable of each process and
messages to each channel. A program state may be arbitrary. We assume that all
process identifiers, either in the channels or in process variables, are present in the
system. An action is enabled in some state if its guard is true in this state. It is
disabled in this state otherwise. A timeout action is always enabled. We consider
programs with timeout actions, hence, in every state there is at least one enabled
action.
A computation is an infinite fair sequence of states such that for each state si , the
next sate si+1 is obtained by executing the command of an action that is enabled in
si . This disallows the overlap of action execution. That is, action execution is atomic.
We assume two kinds of fairness of computation: weak fairness of action execution
and fair message receipt. Weak fairness of action execution means that if an action is
enabled in all but finitely many states of the computation then this action is executed
infinitely often. Fair message receipt means that if the computation contains a state
where there is a message in a channel, this computation also contains a later state
where this message is not present in the channel, i.e. the message is received. Besides
these fairness assumptions, we place no bounds on message propagation delay or
relative process execution speeds, i.e. we consider fully asynchronous computations.
A computation suffix is a sequence of computation states past a particular state
of this computation. In other words, the suffix of the computation is obtained by removing the initial state and finitely many subsequent states. Note that a computation
suffix is also a computation.
We consider programs that do not manipulate the internals of process identifiers.
Specifically, a program is copy-store-send if the only operations that it does with process identifiers is copying them, storing them in local process memory and sending
them in a message. That is, operations on identifiers such as addition, radix computation, hashing, etc. are not used. In a copy-store-send program, if a process does not
store an identifier in its local memory, the process may learn this identifier only by
receiving it in a message. A copy-store-send program can not introduce new identifiers
to the system, it can only operate on the ids that are already there.
Oracles. An oracle is a predicate on the global system state to be used in a guard of
an action. Some oracles may not be implementable in an asynchronous system. Such
oracles enable otherwise impossible solutions.
Since the process that uses the oracle is not supposed to implicitly derive information about the state of the system from its own state, the oracle predicate may
not contain the local variables of the process either.
However, potentially, the oracle predicate may mention arbitrary variables of the
global system state. The implementation of such oracles may be problematic. An

oracle is minimalistic if for every process u that uses it, it only mentions the incoming
channel of u and the identifiers of u elsewhere in the system.
We define the following minimalistic oracles. Oracle N ID evaluates to true for a
particular process u if CC does not contain a link pointing to u. In other words, no
other process stores u in its local variables, neither is u present in the messages of the
incoming channels of other processes. Oracle EC evaluates to true for a particular
process u if the incoming channel of u is empty.
Oracle N IDEC is a conjunction of N ID and EC. That is, N IDEC evaluates to
true when both N ID and EC evaluate to true. Note that N IDEC is less powerful than N ID and EC used jointly since the program using N IDEC is not able to
differentiate between the conditions separately reported by N ID and EC.
Finite leave problem statement. Each process has a read-only boolean variable
leaving whose value is the same throughout the computation. If this variable is true,
the process is leaving; the process is staying otherwise. A leaving process may be
in a designated exit state where it may execute no actions. Once a leaving process
moves to the exit state, all the links pointing to this process are removed. That is,
the incoming messages to this process are lost and the identifiers are deleted.
Every computation of a solution to the Finite Leave Problem (FL) should contain
a suffix with the following properties. In every state of the suffix: (i) the process
connectivity graph CP of the staying processes is the same and forms a prescribed
topology while (ii) each leaving process is in the exit state. For example, the Finite
Leave Linearization Problem (FLL) requires the staying processes to linearize.
We consider problems that require single-component topologies. That is, the target
topology of staying processes should remain weakly connected.
Proposition 1. [18, 19] If a computation of a copy-store-send program starts in a
state where the channel connectivity graph CC is disconnected, the graph is disconnected in every state of this computation.
Hence, once the departure of a node causes the disconnection of CC, it is impossible to regain connectivity. Thus, a solution to the single-component Finite Leave
Problem has to maintain connectivity throughout its every computation. Therefore,
we assume that computations of self-stabilizing solutions to the single-component FL
start from states where CC is weakly connected.
For oracle-based solutions to FL, we assume that the oracle evaluates to true
when it is safe for this process to leave the system. We also define the solution as
normal if every process may execute the exit action leaving the system while it points
to at least one other process.

3

Necessary Condition

In this section we show that a self-stabilizing program needs the N IDEC oracle to
solve the Finite Leave Problem. Intuitively, without this oracle, a process may not be
able to determine whether its departure disconnects the system.

Lemma 1. If a normal self-stabilizing solution to the single-component Finite Leave
problem is using a minimalistic oracle, then this oracle has to evaluate to true only
if the incoming channel of the process using the oracle does not contain process identifiers.
Proof: Assume there exists a normal algorithm A that is a self-stabilizing solution
to the Finite Leave Problem that uses a minimalistic oracle O such that it evaluates
to true for some process u in some system state s1 even though its channel contains
a message with process identifier v.
Let us consider the system where v is not present at all. Since A is a normal
solution to FL, there is a computation of A where u is leaving while holding at least
one identifier w. That is, in this computation, u is executing the exit action in some
state s2 .
Let us add v back to the system. We construct a system state s3 as follows. The
local state of process u is the same in s3 and in s2 . The incoming channel contents
of process u as well as the links pointing to u are the same in s3 and in s1 . We link
the rest of the system such that, except for the links to and from u, processes v and
w belong to two disconnected components.
Let us examine the constructed state s3 . Since the links pointing to u as well as
the contents of the channel are the same as in s1 , oracle O evaluates to true. Since
the state of process u is the same as in s2 , the exit action of algorithm A taking the
process out of the system is enabled. We execute this action and then execute the
actions of A in arbitrary fair manner.
Since, by assumption, A is a self-stabilizing solution to the single-component FL,
this computation has to contain a suffix with a single-component system topology.
However, the first action of this computation disconnects the system. By Proposition 1, the system remains disconnected for the rest of the computation. That is,
this computation may not contain a suffix with a single-component system topology. This means that, contrary to our initial assumption, A is not a solution to the
single-component FL. The lemma follows.

Lemma 2. If a normal self-stabilizing solution to the single-component Finite Leave
Problem is using a minimalistic oracle, then this oracle has to evaluate to true only
if there are no processes pointing to the process using the oracle.
Proof:
(Outline) The proof proceeds similarly to the proof of Lemma 1. We assume
that there is a solution to FL that uses an oracle which evaluates to true for some
process u even if there is another process v pointing to u. We then construct a state
with the exit action is enabled and whose execution disconnects the system which,
int turn, invalidates our assumption of the existence of the solution to FL using this
oracle.

Lemmas 1 and 2 lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Oracle N IDEC is necessary to enable a normal self-stabilizing solution
to the single-component Finite Leave Problem.
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Solution

Description. In this section we present a self-stabilizing algorithm called SL that
solves the Finite Leave Linearization Problem FLL problem with the help of oracle
N IDEC. The algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The operation of the algorithm is as
follows. Each process p has a read-only variable leaving that is initially set to true
to indicate whether the process needs to leave the system. Each process maintains
variables right and left that store other process identifiers. These variables store
identifiers that are less than and more than p respectively. If such a variable does not
hold an identifier, we assume it stores ∞. To ensure correctness of process leaving,
the algorithm uses N IDEC oracle.
Algorithm SL uses two message types: intro and req. Message intro carries a single
process identifier and serves as a way to introduce processes to one another. Message
req does not carry an identifier. Instead, this message carries a boolean value which
we denote as remright or remleft. This message is a request for the recipient process
to remove the respective left or right identifier from its memory. This lack of identifier
in req allows the leaving process to retrieve its own identifier from the other processes
without re-introducing it with each message.
We now describe the actions of the algorithm. Some of the actions contain message sending statements involving identifiers stored in left and right variables. If the
variable contains ∞, the sending action is skipped. To simplify the presentation of
the algorithm, this detail is omitted in Figure 1.
The algorithm has four actions. The first action is timeout. It is executed periodically. If the process is staying, it sends its identifier to its right and left neighbor. If
the process is leaving, it sends messages to the neighbors requesting them to remove
its identifier from their local memory. The second action is introduce. It receives and
handles intro. The operation of this action depends on the relation between the identifier id carried by the message and identifiers stored in left and right. The process
either forwards id to its left or right neighbor to handle; or, if id happens to be closer
to p than left or right, p replaces the respective identifier and instead sends the old
identifier to id to handle.
The third action, request, handles the neighbors’ requests to leave. If p receives such
a request, it sets the respective variable to ∞ and, to preserve system connectivity,
sends its own identifier to the leaving process. To break symmetry, if p is leaving itself,
it ignores leaving request from its left neighbor.
The last action is exit. If the process is leaving and N IDEC oracle signals that it
is safe to leave, then the process mutually introduces its neighbors to preserve system
connectivity and then exits.
Correctness proof. Once every leaving process exits, SL operates exactly as the
linearization component of Corona [18] and ensures the system linearization. We summarize this claim in the following proposition. See the Appendix for the proof of this
proposition.

constant p // process identifier
variables
leaving : boolean, read only // application level, true when process needs to leave
left : process ids less than p, −∞ if undefined
right : process ids greater than p, +∞ if undefined
N IDEC: no p in the system and empty incoming channel oracle
messages
intro(id), carries process identifier, confirms connectivity
req(direction), requests recipient to remove neighbor
direction may be either remleft or remright
actions
timeout:

true −→
if not leaving then
send intro(p) to left,
send intro(p) to right
else // leaving
send req(remleft) to right
send req(remright) to left

introduce:

intro ∈ p.C −→
receive intro(id)
if id < left then
send intro(id) to left
if left < id < p then
send intro(left) to id
left := id
if p < id < right then
send intro(right) to id
right := id
if right < id then
send intro(id) to right

request:

req ∈ p.C −→
receive req(direction)
if direction = remleft then
if not leaving then
send intro(p) to left
left := −∞
else // direction is remright
send intro(p) to right
right := +∞

exit:

N IDEC and leaving −→
if left 6= −∞ and right 6= +∞ then
send intro(left) to right
send intro(right) to left
exit

Fig. 1. Algorithm SL for process p.

Proposition 2. [18] If every processes in a computation of SL is staying, then the
algorithm linearizes the system.
The proof of correctness of SL contains two parts: safety and liveness. The safety
part demonstrates that the operation of SL does not disconnect the system and the
liveness part shows that all leaving processes exit the system.
Lemma 3. If a computation of SL starts in a state where the communication graph
CC is connected, the graph remains connected in every state of this computation.
Proof: We demonstrate correctness of the lemma by showing that none of the
actions of SL disconnect CC. Action timeout may only send messages. This action
only adds links to CC and cannot disconnect it.
Let us consider action introduce. This action receives intro(id) message from the
incoming channel of process p and thus removes a link (p, id) from CC. This may
potentially disconnect the graph. The operation of introduce depends on the value of
id. If id = p, i.e. the message carries the same identifier as the receiving process, this
message forms a self-loop link (p, p). This link is not included in CC and the message
receipt does not affect CC. We now consider p < id. The case of id < p is similar. If
p < id < right, introduce sets right = id. Let variable right hold identifier q before
the action execution. This action then removes link (p, q) from CC. However, this
action also sends message intro(q) to id. That is, introduce replaces link (p, q) with
two links (p, id) and (id, q). Thus, q is still reachable from p and the connectivity of CC
is preserved. If id = right, action introduce removes the message and does no further
operations. This removes link (p, id) from CC which may potentially disconnect CC.
However, since id = right, link (p, right) is already present in CC and the graph
remains connected after one of the two identical links are removed. If id > right,
action introduce forwards id to right thus replacing link (p, id) with a path (p, right)
and (right, id) and preserving connectivity of CC.
Let us consider action request. This action receives req message. This message
does not carry an identifier. Hence, its receipt does not affect CC. However, request
may force p to set either right or left to infinity thus removing a link from CC.
Let us consider the case of right being set to +∞, the other case is similar. This
operation removes (p, right) from CC. However, request sends message intro(p) to
right. That is, it replaces a link (p, right) with (right, p). In effect, this action changes
the direction of the link in CC, which preserves the weak connectivity of the graph.
The last action is exit. This action makes the process exit the system thus removing
links from CC that contain this process. This action is enabled if N IDEC is true.
This means that identifier p is not present elsewhere in the system and the incoming
channel of process p is empty. That is, CC does not contain links pointing to p and
the only outgoing links are (p, left) and (p, right). Note that if either left or right are
undefined, then p is connected to the rest of the graph through a single link. Hence,
the process’ departure does not disconnect it. Now, if both left and right are defined,
the leaving of p may potentially disconnect them. However, before leaving, p sends
intro(left) to right and intro(right) to left. This replaces links (p, left) and (p, right)

with two links (left, right) and (right, left) preserving the connection between these
two processes.
To summarize, none of the actions of SL disconnect CC. Hence the lemma. 
The liveness part of the correctness proof is somewhat involved. To break symmetry, each leaving process ignores disconnection requests from its left neighbor. Hence,
it would appear that the rightmost leaving process should leave first. Yet, this may
not be the case. Indeed, process u may have difficulty disconnecting from a left leaving
processes v that is pointing to u. Process u may be pointing to some other process
w to the left of u. Thus, u is requesting disconnection from w instead of v. Since a
leaving process only sends request messages that do not carry identifiers, u may not
be aware of v at all.

xk

xi

v

x1

w

x0

Fig. 2. Illustration of a steady chain for the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5.

To proceed with the proof, we need to introduce additional notation. A steady
chain xk , . . . , x0 of leaving processes for a particular computation is defined as follows.
The first process x0 is the rightmost leaving process. Each subsequent process xi
points to process xi−1 and does not remove this link until xi leaves. See Figure 2 for
illustration. A steady chain is maximal if it cannot be further extended to the left.
That is, either no leaving process to the left of xk points to it, or such process removes
this link before leaving. Multiple steady chains may be present in a computation.
However, a steady chain of at least one process x0 is present in every computation of
the algorithm.
Lemma 4. In every computation of SL, if processes x0 and xk are respectively the
first and last in a maximal steady chain, then eventually staying processes to the right
of x0 stop pointing to x0 and staying processes to the left of xk stop pointing to xk .
Proof: (Outline) We prove the lemma for x0 . The argument for xk is similar.
By definition, x0 is the rightmost leaving process. Thus, processes to its right are
staying. No leaving process sends messages with its own identifier. Thus, once the
initial messages with its identifier are received, the message with x0 may be sent only
by a process forwarding this identifier towards x0 . Let v be the staying process with
the largest identifier among right processes pointing to x0 . If v removes x0 ’s identifier,
it never points to x0 again. Thus, we need to show that v eventually does so.
Since x0 is the rightmost leaving processes, all processes to the right of x0 are
staying. Therefore, none of them sends req(remright). Hence, after initial such messages are received, once defined, right variable of process x0 never becomes undefined

again. Moreover, if it changes, it can only hold processes progressively closer to x0 .
Thus, if x0 ever points to v and then points to some other process, this other process
is closer to x0 than v. Process v is staying. Therefore, it periodically sends intro(v)
to x0 . When x0 receives this message, its actions depend on the contents of its right
variable. If right is undefined or greater than v, then right is set to v. If right is less
than v then v is forwarded to right.
Now, if right is defined, x0 periodically sends request messages to right. If right
holds v, then such message is sent to v. Once v receives such a request, v stops pointing
to x0 .
If right holds an identifier less than v, once x0 receives intro(v), it forwards it to
right. The process right may forward v’s identifier further. Eventually, this forwarding
stops at some process u. Since u is to the right of x0 , u is staying. Process u holds
v in its right variable and periodically sends intro(u) to v. Since u is to the right of
x0 , once v receives this message, it starts pointing to u and stops pointing to x0 .
To summarize, in every computation, eventually v stops pointing to x0 . Hence,
the lemma.

Lemma 5. In every computation of SL, if a process xi such that i > 0 belongs to a
steady chain, then eventually no process, staying or leaving, to the right of xi points
to xi .
Proof:
(Outline) Let us consider an arbitrary computation of SL with any process
xi in a steady chain of leaving processes. Let xi be such that there are processes to the
right of xi that point to xi . Let v be the rightmost such process. Since xi is leaving,
it does not send messages with its own identifier. Hence, once initial messages are
received, if v stops pointing to xi it will not point to xi again.
If v is leaving, it periodically sends req(remright) to xi . If xi receives such a
message, it removes its right link. However, by the definition of steady chain, xi does
not remove its right link before exiting the system. This means that v removes the
identifier of xi before sending a request.
If v is staying, it periodically sends intro(v) to xi . The processing of this message
depends on the value of right at xi . The identifier of v cannot be less than the identifier
held in right. Otherwise, the value of right changes once xi receives intro(v). However,
by the definition of steady chain, xi does not change this until xi leaves. Hence, v
must be greater than right. In this case, once intro(v) is received, v is forwarded to
right. By using an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4, we can show that v
eventually stops pointing to xi .

Lemma 6. In every computation of SL, each leaving process exits the system.
Proof:
We prove the lemma by showing that in every computation, at least one
leaving process eventually exits. Let us consider the leftmost process xk in a maximal
steady chain of the leaving processes. Since this chain is maximal, every leaving process
to the left of xk eventually stops pointing to it. By Lemma 4 every staying processes
to the left of xk eventually does so as well.

Lemmas 5 and 4 indicate that every process to the right of xk eventually stops
pointing to it as well. In other words, eventually, no process in the system points
to xk . In this case, no process sends messages to xk . Once xk receives all incoming
messages, the guard of the exit action is enabled which allows xk to leave the system.

Proposition 2 as well as Lemmas 3 and 6 lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Algorithm SL and oracle N IDEC provide a self-stabilizing solution to
the Finite Leave Linearization Problem FLL.

5

Extensions

Persistency. If a persistent oracle for a process u is true in a system state, then
the actions of processes other than u cannot change the output of the oracle. An
oracle that detects that it is safe for a process to leave does not have to be persistent.
For example, an oracle may detect that the removal of all the incoming links to the
departing process u preserves the weak connectivity of the remaining graphs due to
alternative paths connecting the other processes. However, in general, such an oracle
is not persistent because the departures of the processes in the alternative paths may
make it unsafe for u to leave.
Oracle persistency is a useful property for a practical distributed system where it
may take time to gather oracle information and then execute the dependent command.
We capture this with the following discussion.
The low atomicity message passing system is a message passing system where
the algorithm actions are restricted as follows. The action can either use oracles and
receive messages, or send messages. This low atomicity model reflects the delay of
possible command execution since message receipt and message sending actions may
be interleaved by actions of other processes.
Two action executions are causally related [16] if (i) they happen in the same
process, (ii) one is sending a message and the other is receiving the same message,
(iii) one action uses an oracle that mentions the process of the other action. Two
action executions are concurrent if they are not causally related. Two computations
are equivalent if they only differ by the order of their concurrent actions.
Proposition 3. If a message-passing asynchronous system algorithm uses persistent
oracles only, then for every low-atomicity computation of this algorithm, there is an
equivalent high-atomicity computation.
Observe that N IDEC is persistent. Hence, the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Algorithm SL and N IDEC oracle provide a self-stabilizing solution
to the Finite Leave Linearization Problem FLL in the low atomicity asynchronous
message passing system.

Connectivity oracle and non-existent id detector. Algorithm SL fails to operate correctly if the system starts in a disconnected state or if the system contains links
to the identifiers that are not present in the system. To make a complete system, we
may introduce the following oracles. Oracle CON N ECT detects that the system is
disconnected and injects an identifier from one disconnected component to the other
thus reconnecting it. Oracles DET ECT RIGHT and DET ECT LEFT return true if
the respective right and left identifiers are non-existent. We summarize the addition
of these oracles in the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Algorithm SL with N IDEC as well as CON N ECT , DET ECT RIGHT
and DET ECT LEFT oracles provide a self-stabilizing solution to the finite leave linearization problem FLL if the initial state is disconnected and it contains non-existent
identifiers.
Oracle implementation. Let us discuss the implementation of the oracles introduced in this paper. Oracles N IDEC, DET ECT RIGHT and DET ECT LEFT may
be implemented in a synchronous system using timeouts. For example, each process
periodically sends a heartbeat message containing its identifier to its right and left
neighbor. If process u does not receive such messages for a specified period of time,
it assumes that no process points to u. If no process points to u, after some time, the
incoming channel of u is empty and oracle N IDEC at u can be set to true.
Oracle CON N ECT requires a bootstrap service to which every process is connected. This service would keep track of some unique property of a weakly connected
component, e.g. the largest identifier. Once the bootstrap service observes that there
are two sets of nodes that report different identifiers as their largest, the service detects system disconnect and injects the largest identifier of one component into the
other.
Observe that all four of the above oracles are persistent. Hence, the correctness
of their implementation is not affected by the delay in reporting of the detected
condition. This simplifies their implementation. On the other hand, these oracles are
to be used by self-stabilizing algorithms. Therefore, their own implementation has to
be self-stabilizing. Such implementation is left for future research.

6

Conclusion

In conclusion we would like to address future research directions. Linearization, addressed in this paper is an elementary task of peer-to-peer network construction. It
would be interesting to study whether our algorithm can be extended to more efficient structures such as skip-list or skip-graph as some other self-stabilizing algorithms
were [9, 18, 21].
In this paper, we showed that N IDEC is necessary to enable a self-stabilizing
solution to the Finite Leave Problem. This means that only N IDEC allows the system to stabilize from an arbitrary state. However, it would also be interesting to

study the power of individual components of N IDEC: no-identifier oracle N ID and
empty channel oracle EC. Specifically, it would be interesting to consider from what
topologies and initial states these oracles allow recovery.
Finally, in this paper, we formally addressed finite churn. The difficulty of this
problem was to ensure that all leaving processes safely depart before staying processes attempt to construct the required topology such as a linear sorted list. A more
challenging task, to be addressed in the future, is to deal with infinite churn where
arbitrary many processes may join and leave the system. In this case, the system
cannot wait until all leaving processes depart. Instead, the system has to stabilize
despite ongoing churn.
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Appendix
The proofs of Proposition 2 and supporting lemmas are adopted from [18].
Lemma 7. If a computation of SL starts in a state where for some process a there
are two links (a, b) ∈ CP and (a, c) ∈ CC \ CP such chat a < c < b, then this
computation contains a state where there is a link (a, d) ∈ CP where d ≤ c.
Similarly, if the two links (a, b) ∈ CP and (a, c) ∈ CC \CP are such that b < c < a,
then this computation contains a state where there is a link (a, d) ∈ CP where d ≥ c.
Intuitively, Lemma 7 states that if there is a link in the incoming channel of a
process that is shorter than what the process already stores, then, the process’ links
will eventually be shortened. The proof is by simple examination of the algorithm.
Lemma 8. If a computation of SL starts in a state where for some process a there is
an edge (a, b) ∈ CP and (a, c) ∈ CC \ CP such that a < b < c, then the computation
contains a state where there is a link (d, c) ∈ CP , where d ≤ b.
Similarly, if the two links (a, b) ∈ CP and (a, c) ∈ CC \CP are such that c < b < a,
then this computation contains a state where there is a link (d, c) ∈ CP , where d ≥ b.
Intuitively, the lemma states that if there is a longer link in the channel, it will be
shortened by forwarding the id to its closer successor.
Lemma 9. If a computation of SL starts in a state where for some processes a, b,
and c such that a < c < b (or a > c > b), there are edges (a, b) ∈ CP and (c, a) ∈ CC,
then the computation contains a state where either some edge in CP is shorter than
in the initial state or (a, c) ∈ CP .
Proof: The timeout action in process c is always enabled. When executed, it adds
message(c) to the incoming channel of process a. Then, the lemma follows from
Lemma 7.

Lemma 10. If a computation starts in a state where there is a link (a, b) ∈ CP , then
the computation contains a state where some link in CP is shorter than in the initial
state or there is a link (b, a) ∈ CP .
Proof:
Assume without loss of generality that a < b. Once a executes its always
enabled timeout action, link (b, a) is added to CC. We need to prove that either some
link in CP is shortened or this link is added to CP .
Let us consider a link (b, c) ∈ CP such that c < b. There can be three cases with
respect to the relationship between a and c. In case c < a, the lemma follows from
Lemma 7. In case c = a, the claim of the lemma is already satisfied. The case of c > a
is the most involved.
According to Lemma 8, if c > a, the computation contains a state where a shorter
link to a belongs to CC. That is, there is a process d such that a < d ≤ c and
(a, d) ∈ CC. Let us consider link (e, d) ∈ CP such that e < d.

If e < a, then, according to Lemma 7, some link in CP shortens. If e = a, then
some link in CP shortens according to Lemma 9. In both cases the claim of this
lemma is satisfied.
Let us now consider the case where e > a. According to Lemma 8, the link to
process a in CC shortens. The same argument applies to the new shorter link to a in
CC. That is, either some link in CP shortens or a link to a shortens. Since the length
of the link to a is finite, some link in CP eventually shortens. Hence the lemma. 
Lemma 11. If the computation is such that if (a, b) ∈ CP then (b, a) ∈ CP in every
state of the computation, then this computation contains a suffix where ((a, b) ∈
CP ) ⇔ ((a, b) ∈ CC)
Lemma 11 states that if CP does noes not change in a computation then eventually, the links in CP contain all the links of CC.
Proof: (of the lemma)
That is, there is a pair of consequent processes u and v that are not neighbors. By
condition of the lemma, CP is strongly connected. This means that there is a path
from u to v.
Let us consider the shortest such path. Since u and v are not neighbors, the path
has to include processes to the left or to the right of both u and v. Assume without
loss of generality u < v and the path includes processes to the right of u and v. Let
us consider the rightmost process in this path w. Let x and y be the processes that
respectively precede and follow w in this path. Since w is the rightmost, both x and
w are to the left of w.
Note that each process in CP can have at most one outgoing left and one outgoing
right neighbor. By the condition of the lemma the outgoing neighbor of a process is
also its incoming neighbor. Since x precedes w in the path from u to v and y follows
w, x is the incoming and y is the outgoing neighbors of w. Yet, x and y are both
to the left of w. This means that x = y. However, this also means that w can be
eliminated from the path from u to v and can be this way shortened. However, we
considered the shortest path from u and v. It cannot be further shortened. We arrived
at a contradiction that proves the if part of the lemma.
The only if part follows form the observation that each process can only have a
single right and single left neighbor. That is, a process is already a neighbor with the
consequent process it cannot be a neighbor with any other process.


